Egg size-dependent expression of growth hormone receptor accompanies compensatory growth in fish
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Large egg size usually boosts offspring survival, but mothers have to trade off egg size against egg number. Therefore, females often produce smaller eggs when environmental conditions for offspring are favourable, which is subsequently compensated for by accelerated juvenile growth. How this rapid growth is modulated on a molecular level is still unclear. As the somatotropic axis is a key regulator of early growth in vertebrates, we investigated the effect of egg size on three key genes belonging to this axis, at different ontogenetic stages in a mouthbrooding cichlid (Simochromis pleurospilus). The expression levels of one of them, the growth hormone receptor (GHR), were significantly higher in large than in small eggs, but remarkably, this pattern was reversed after hatching: young originating from small eggs had significantly higher GHR expression levels as yolk sac larvae and as juveniles. GHR expression in yolk sac larvae was positively correlated with juvenile growth rate and correspondingly fish originating from small eggs grew faster. This enabled them to catch up fully in size within eight weeks with conspecifics from larger eggs. This is the first evidence for a potential link between egg size, an important maternal effect, and offspring gene expression, which mediates an adaptive adjustment in a relevant hormonal axis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is abundant evidence that females can contribute to the early offspring environment through maternal effects and can thereby influence the survival prospects of offspring [1–5]. Maternal effects are often passed on by the properties of eggs [6,7], and among these, egg size has received by far the greatest attention [8–13]. Egg size is not only easy to quantify, but also often reflects the amount of resources mothers invest in individual offspring [14,15]. Females must trade off an increased egg size against the number of eggs they can produce [16] and hence benefit from producing an egg size that maximizes their fitness in a given environment [9]. It is therefore not surprising that egg size often highly varies both between females of a species and between clutches of the same individual [8,12].

Most often, larger eggs result in larger offspring [17,18]. Size and growth is considered to be particularly important in early life-history stages as juveniles may benefit from reaching size refuge from competition [19], winter-mortality [20] and negative size-selective predation [21]. Therefore, we can expect that hatching from different egg sizes gives rise to different growth trajectories as a result of differentiation in the activity of genes involved in growth. For example, offspring hatched from smaller eggs often grow faster than offspring from larger eggs, and are thereby capable to catch up in size with the latter [22–27], or even overcompensate, so that they reach larger body sizes than offspring hatched from large eggs [28].

Although many studies stress that individual differences in growth are crucial for juvenile survival, so far the underlying molecular mechanisms that regulate growth compensation in juveniles hatched from small eggs have not been explored. A large variation in gene expression among eggs has been reported previously [29], but this study did not explore the possible link between maternal effects and gene expression. Moreover, no one has yet examined how egg-trait-induced differences in gene expression affect offspring phenotype. Hence, the ecological consequences of differential gene expression mediated by maternal effects are unknown.

The somatotropic axis is a key regulator of embryonic and postnatal growth in vertebrates, which makes it a candidate mediator of maternal regulation of offspring growth performance. In this axis, insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) mediates many growth hormone (GH) effects both as a circulating hormone and as a locally produced growth factor [30,31]. GH is postnatally produced by the pituitary and is the major regulator of growth in vertebrates. Cellular effects of GH are initiated by binding to GHR, a class I cytokine receptor, which triggers the JAK2-STAT signalling cascade leading to the transcriptional activation of mitogenic factors, such as IGF-1.
Affect offspring phenotype. and if egg size-induced differences in gene expression might be linked to maternal investment in growth hormone receptor (GHR) and IGF-1 and IGF-2 in siblings of representative clutches. Subsequently, we tested for an association between differentially expressed genes and the growth of juveniles. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study investigating if gene expression might be linked to maternal investment and if egg size-induced differences in gene expression may affect offspring phenotype.

2. METHODS
(a) Study species and animal husbandry
Simochromis pleurospilus is a maternally mouthbrooding cichlid endemic to Lake Tanganyika, one of the Great Lakes of East Africa. Females incubate their young for about two weeks in the mouth while the larvae consume their yolk sac, followed by a week period in which the mother releases the young regularly for foraging [35]. Our laboratory stock originates from a population at the southern tip of the lake near Nkumbula Island, Zambia. The juveniles used for the experiment were third generation descendants from wild caught individuals. To obtain clutches, we placed groups of 4–15 females together with 1–5 males in 200 l groups of 4–15 females together with 1–5 males in 200 l and 401 l tanks. All fish are kept at a 13:11 h L:D regime and water temperatures of 26.0–28.0°C. The adults were fed twice daily with TetraMin flakes and once a week with a mixture of small, frozen crustaceans. All tanks were equipped with a layer of fine grain sand, biological filters, and flower pot halves, which served as shelters.

(b) Experimental design
Twice daily we checked for females with eggs in their mouths to obtain the approximate time of spawning. As soon as possible after fertilization, the eggs were taken from the females by slightly pressing their cheeks. A female was fin-clipped before she was placed back in her group tank to prevent us from taking more than one clutch of the same female. All eggs were weighed individually on an electronic balance to the nearest 0.1 mg. Before weighing, the eggs were placed on a moistened cotton pad so that excess water could run off the egg. We selected clutches for this study with a mean egg weight smaller than 17.0 mg (‘small eggs’) and larger than 19.0 mg (‘large eggs’). Egg size variance is larger than 19.0 mg (‘large eggs’) and larger than 17.0 mg (‘small eggs’) and larger than 13 clutches in the large egg size class with a range of 11.0–16.9 mg and 13 clutches in the large egg size class with a range of 19.9–25.8 mg mean egg weight. This represents the outer ends of the long-term egg-size distribution observed in our laboratory population of S. pleurospilus (i.e. 7.7–25.8 mg, with egg sizes below 11.0 mg being rare).

We randomly sampled one egg or hatching per clutch at four stages during early ontogeny, whereas the remaining siblings were raised to obtain further growth measurements. Sample 1 was taken within 24 h of fertilization and always immediately after weighing the eggs. We placed one egg in RNALater (Ambion, USA) and left it overnight at −4°C. The next day, we transferred the sample to a freezer where it was stored at −20°C until analysis. The remaining eggs were hatched in a self-constructed cichlid egg tumbler designed to raise individual eggs (for methods see [18]). Sample 2 was taken approximately 48 h after fertilization. The egg was preserved as described for the first sample. We noted the time to hatch of the remaining eggs, which takes approximately 5 days in S. pleurospilus. On day 8 after fertilization, we sampled one yolk sac larva (sample 3). Before preservation, we measured the total length of the larvae under a binocular with a measuring eye piece. Larvae were anaesthetized in MS-222 (Sigma-Aldrich, Switzerland), sacrificed and immediately preserved as described above for the eggs. The next day the remaining hatchlings were placed in a net cage (16.5 × 12 × 13.5 cm) that was fixed at the surface of a 25 l tank. From then on, the fish were exposed to our general husbandry conditions (see above). The number of siblings that survived the egg tumbler varied between clutches (see electronic supplementary material, table S1), but did not differ between egg size classes (t-test, t = 0.79, Ns = 13, NS = 10, p = 0.43). No juveniles died after they were removed from the egg tumbler, apart from the individuals we sampled for the gene expression analysis. On day 14 after fertilization (corresponding to the age when mothers start releasing young periodically for foraging), we released the young into the 25 l tank and fed them 6 days a week ad libitum with TetraMin flakes. Food remains were removed regularly to prevent the deterioration of water quality. Sample 4 was taken on day 38 after fertilization. This sampling age was chosen because our previous experiments showed that compensatory growth occurs during this life stage [18].

On days 28, 42 and 56 after fertilization, we measured the standard length to the nearest 0.1 mm under a binocular microscope of the siblings that had not been sampled for gene expression analysis. We took the mean of these measurements for each clutch to calculate the specific growth rate (SGR) from day 28 to 56 as follows:

\[
SGR(\% \times d^{-1}) = \frac{\ln(x_2) - \ln(x_1)}{(age_2 - age_1) \times 100},
\]

where \(x_1\) and \(x_2\), \(age_1\) and \(age_2\) are initial and final mean standard lengths and corresponding ages of the fish at two successive measurements.
(c) RNA extraction and real-time PCR
Gene expression was measured using the whole organism. Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, Merelbeke, Belgium) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In short, the samples preserved in RNA later were homogenized in 100 μl TRIzol using TissueLyser II (Quiagen) homogenizer with glass beads. RNA was precipitated by 50 per cent isopropanol, washed with ethanol and air dried. The pellet was resuspended in RNase-free water and quantified by photospectrometry. DNase digestion was performed with 1 U of RQ1 RNase-free DNase (Catalyss AG, Switzerland). Single stranded cDNA was synthesized and quantified by photospectrometry. DNase digestion was performed with 1 U of RQ1 RNase-free DNase (Catalyss AG, Switzerland). Single stranded cDNA was synthesized from 800 ng total RNA using TaqMan Reverse Transcription Reagents (Applied Biosystems, Rotkreuz, Switzerland) according to manufacturer’s instructions in total amount of 80 μl. Two microlitres of this cDNA was subjected, in triplicates, to real-time PCR using FastStart Universal Probe Master (Roche, Switzerland) with the addition of 300 nM of each primer and 150 nM of the fluosorogenic probe. Amplification was performed in a reaction volume of a 10 μl in MicroAmp Fast Optical 96-Well Reaction Plate (Applied Biosystems, Rotkreuz, Switzerland). Real-time PCR runs were carried out using ABI 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) with the following conditions: 95 °C for 10 min of the enzyme activation followed by 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s and 60 °C for 1 min.

(d) Design of primers and probes for quantitative real-time PCR
Available sequences from related African cichlids were used to create TaqMan real-time PCR assays for the genes in consideration (see electronic supplementary material, table S2). TaqMan probes were labelled at the 5’ end with fluorescent reporter dye fluorescein (FAM) and at the 3’ end with the quencher TAMRA. We investigated the expression of three key genes of the GH–IGF axis, namely GHR, IGF-1 and IGF-2 (see electronic supplementary material, table S2), but we did not include GH as GH transcripts were not detected outside the pituitary neither in S. pleurospilus (this study) nor in another cichlid fish, Oreochromis niloticus [36]. Three housekeeping genes were tested as references for the quantification: ribosomal 18S (R18S, Oreochromis mossambicus), β-Actin (O. niloticus) and the elongation factor 1 alpha (EF1α, O. niloticus). A comparison of these three reference genes showed that R18S has the most stable expression pattern across the experimental groups. Therefore, R18S was chosen as a reference for qPCR data normalization. The target genes were: GHR1 (O. niloticus), IGF-1 (O. niloticus), and IGF-2 (O. niloticus).

(e) Relative quantification of treatment effects
Differences in gene expression between small and large egg classes were evaluated using the relative gene expression model (ΔΔC_{T} method) [37]. Prior to analysis, amplification efficiencies of all qPCR assays were validated by plotting of C_{T} values of the dilution series of the DNA template against the logarithms of the dilution factors. Comparison of the slopes confirmed that the efficiencies of the compared assays were very similar [38]. Statistical analysis was performed on the ΔC_{T} values of each sample, and the data distribution is presented as a scatter plot of these values. As a higher ΔC_{T} value means a lower expression of a given gene, the axes of the plots were reversed for clarity in the presentations. Relative gene expression ratios (R) were calculated using the formula: R = 2^{-\Delta\Delta C_{T}} with \Delta C_{T} = C_{T} (target gene) − C_{T} (reference gene), with \Delta C_{T} = C_{T} (large egg class) − C_{T} (small egg class). Thus, the reported R values represent n-fold ratios of gene expression levels between small and large egg classes (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1). In some samples, the gene expression analysis failed for unknown reasons, and we ended up with varying sample sizes for the analysis of the three target genes (see electronic supplementary material, table S1).

(f) Statistical analysis
All analyses were done in R v. 2.9.2 [39]. Exploratory data analysis revealed that the variance in gene expression among the samples collected within day 1 after fertilization (sample 1) was high compared to the other sampling days for all three genes (see §3). Therefore, we analysed sample 1 separately: gene expression levels of large and small eggs were compared with a general linear mixed-effects (LME) model, with breeding tank as a random effect to control for non-independence. To test for an effect of egg size and sampling day on gene expression among samples 2, 3 and 4, we used an LME, with clutch nested within breeding tank (see electronic supplementary material, table S1) as a random effect term. The interaction between egg size class and sampling day was tested by fitting two models, one with and one without the interaction, and subsequently comparing the two models using a likelihood ratio test [40]. Non-significant interactions were removed from the model. The effect of egg size on larva length was tested using an LME model with breeding tank as a random effect. The effect of egg size on juvenile growth was tested using LME models with clutch nested within breeding tank as random effect term and with experimental day as a continuous variable. We adjusted significance levels using the sequential Bonferroni correction when we did multiple pairwise comparisons. All significant p-values remained significant after correction. The relationships between the expression levels of the three considered genes and between gene expression and growth were explored by Spearman rank correlations.

3. RESULTS

(a) Gene expression
In the sample collected within one day after fertilization (sample 1), expression levels did not differ between the large and the small egg size classes for GHR (LME, n = 13, t = −1.62, p = 0.17), IGF-1 (LME, n = 15, t = −2.14, p = 0.07) or IGF-2 (LME, n = 19, t = −1.32, p = 0.22). It is noteworthy that mRNA quantities were highly variable in this sample for all three genes (figure 1a–c). This variance may largely result from the fact that the interval between spawning (i.e. fertilization) and sampling of eggs varied considerably (range: 2.0–26.5 h), and thus embryonic transcription might have started already in some eggs, but not in others.

There was a significant decrease in GHR expression with sampling day for the hatchlings from large eggs (LME, N = 45, egg size class × sampling day: L = 33.13, p < 0.001). This resulted in large eggs having a higher level of GHR gene transcription than small eggs on day 2, while on day 8 and day 38 (thus after hatching), juveniles from small eggs had a higher GHR gene transcription than juveniles from large eggs (pairwise comparisons,
As GHR signalling influences IGF-1 and IGF-2 transcription in fish [41–43], we examined the correlations between the expression levels of GHR and IGFs. In both samples taken before hatching, the quantities of GHR and IGF-1 mRNA were positively correlated (sample 1: \( n = 13, r_s = 0.75, p = 0.005 \); sample 2: \( n = 13, r_s = 0.72, p = 0.005 \)). In contrast, after hatching the relationship between the expression levels of the two genes had vanished (sample 3: \( n = 16, r_s = 0.06, p = 0.83 \); sample 4: \( n = 16, r_s = 0.25, p = 0.34 \)). The expression levels of GHR and IGF-2 were not correlated on any of the sampling days (sample 1: \( n = 12, r_s = -0.02, p = 0.96 \); sample 2: \( n = 13, r_s = -0.02, p = 0.95 \); sample 3: \( n = 16, r_s = 0.28, p = 0.30 \); sample 4: \( n = 16, r_s = 0.06, p = 0.83 \)).

(b) Growth

On day 8 after fertilization larvae hatched from large eggs were significantly larger than larvae hatched from small eggs (LME, \( n = 24, t = 3.08, p = 0.008 \); figure 2). Because of the considerable noise in the gene expression data of sample 1 (see above), we did not test for relationships between gene expression levels in this sample and later larval size or growth. Two days after spawning (sample 2), gene expression levels in the eggs were not related to body size of larva from the same clutch on day 8 after fertilization for either GHR (\( n = 10, r_s = -0.18, p = 0.62 \), IGF-1 (\( n = 12, r_s = 0.37, p = 0.21 \)) or IGF-2 (\( n = 12, r_s = 0.01, p = 0.96 \)).

We monitored juvenile growth between day 28 and 56 after fertilization. At the beginning of this period, the juveniles from large-egg clutches were significantly larger than those from small-egg clutches (LME, \( n = 207, \text{egg size class: } t = 2.87, p = 0.01 \)). Naturally, both groups increased in size during this period (LME, \( n = 207, \text{experimental day: } t = 51.82, p < 0.001 \)). However, the small egg size class grew significantly faster (experimental day \( \times \) egg size class: \( L = 4.07, p = 0.04 \); figure 3). Consequently, there was no significant difference in size between juveniles from large and small eggs at day 56 after fertilization (LME, \( n = 55, t = 0.75, p = 0.47 \)).

As gene expression levels differed between egg sizes only for the GHR gene, we restricted our analysis to this gene when testing for a relationship between...
expression levels and growth. GHR expression on day 8 after fertilization (as measured in one sibling per clutch) was positively correlated with the growth rate of the remaining siblings between day 28 and day 56 (n = 12, $r_s = -0.66$, $p = 0.007$; figure 4a). In contrast, GHR expression levels on day 38 after fertilization were not related to sibling growth rates between 28 and 56 days of age (n = 13, $r_s = -0.35$, $p = 0.25$; figure 4b).

**4. DISCUSSION**

Fish hatched from small eggs expressed higher levels of GHR and grew faster, which enabled them to catch up in body size with conspecifics hatched from large eggs within 8 weeks after fertilization. These results suggest that differences in maternal egg provisioning can mediate differential gene expression programmes in offspring. This study is the first to investigate if differences in gene expression are associated with variance in egg size. Moreover, our growth results suggest an ecological function of the three genes of the somatotropic axis analysed in this study, only GHR mRNA levels differed with egg size, suggesting an IGF-independent action of GH. The binding of GH to its receptor leads to an increase in GHR density and subsequent increase in cellular sensitivity for GH, which can then promote enhanced growth [45,46]. Previously a strong association between the transcription of GHR and IGF-1 was detected, suggesting that a higher GHR density may mediate a higher IGF-1 transcription [46]. In our samples, the expression of GHR and IGF-1 was only significantly correlated at the two sampling stages taken before the hatching of the larvae. Although IGF-1 is considered to be the main mediator of somatotropic actions of GH [31], IGF-1-independent GH function has also been characterized [47]. One of the effects of GH is the ability to promote lipid metabolism [48]. Interestingly, this function of GH is independent as well as antagonistic to the lipogenic properties of IGF-1 [31]. This suggests that an elevation of GHR signalling might enhance the utilization of yolk in faster growing larvae. Moreover, in the post-hatching stages, a higher sensitivity to GH through a higher receptor density might serve to increase appetite and foraging activity [49].

Growth compensation during early life-history stages is commonly observed in fishes [20,50,51]. A large size is thought to be highly beneficial during early life history as it reduces negative size-dependent mortality [21,52] and increases larval competitive abilities [53]. If being larger has clear benefits, then why do juveniles hatched from large eggs not grow faster? There is abundant evidence showing that substantial costs arise from fast growth, for example, various physiological costs and an enhanced predation risk because of increased activity [54]. Thus, the abovementioned benefits of a large size have to be traded off against the costs of fast growth, and it is conceivable that the benefits of fast growth only outweigh the costs for individuals that hatched from small eggs.

Expression levels of GHR were higher in the small-egg clutches already at an age when the larvae still have yolk reserves (day 8) and do not yet take up external food. It is hence unlikely that the larvae were able to predict future food abundance. It has been shown, however, that female S. pleurospilus produce smaller eggs when the expected food availability for the young is high [55]. Thus, it is tempting to speculate that the upregulated GHR gene in larvae from smaller eggs might enable individuals hatched from small eggs to use the expected high food abundance more efficiently. Maternal diet appears to serve as a cue to predict the offspring rearing environment in a broad range of taxa, which usually triggers the production of smaller eggs [25,27,55,56], and/or of faster post-natal growth [57] when the offspring environment is predicted to be favourable. Possibly, mothers anticipating
favourable conditions for their offspring can only afford to reduce egg size if a hormonal mechanism exists to result in an enhanced growth of young hatching from small eggs. We propose that a higher GHR expression is a promising candidate for such a mechanism. As we did not control for early maternal nutrition, we cannot be entirely sure if the egg sizes of our sampled clutches were environmentally induced or genetically determined. A long-term experiment tracking gene expression and growth for several generations under different environmental conditions would clarify whether maternal nutrition can indirectly influence offspring growth through differences in egg size.

GHR expression at 8 days after fertilization correlated positively with the average growth rates during the second month of life. Surprisingly, however, gene expression at 38 days after fertilization was not correlated with growth during this period, although an effect of egg size on GHR expression was still present. Furthermore, gene expression at day 8 and day 38 did not correlate (Spearman rank correlation, \( n = 10, r_s = 0.12, p = 0.76 \)). In general, maternal effects are thought to be most important in the earliest life stages, whereas with advancing age, other factors, such as the offspring’s genotype and its current environment, are assumed to become more important [1,27,58,59]. Thus, the expression of GHR may start to be influenced by these other factors at day 38. More gene expression samples and growth measurements during the later life of the juveniles would be needed to see how long the effect of egg size on gene expression persists and if GHR expression is still able to affect growth during later life.

We propose three possible mechanisms for the enhanced GHR expression in young hatched from small eggs that are not mutually exclusive: (i) a maternal signal might have altered the activity state of embryonic genes. For example, maternal transcripts of \( GH \), \( GHR \), \( IGF-1 \) and \( IGF-2 \) have been detected in the unfertilized eggs and early embryos of various fish species [60–64], but their role is not well understood. It is unlikely, however, that a maternal signal consisting of GHR mRNA is responsible for faster growth in small-egg young because before hatching GHR transcripts were more abundant in large eggs. Possibly, a maternal signal might have been produced by genes not quantified in this study. For example, insulin and thyroid hormones are known to modulate GHR expression and function [65], and thyroid hormones are found in the unfertilized eggs of numerous fish species [66]. To test whether maternal signals can explain the differential GHR expression observed in our study, future studies should compare the quantities of maternally derived hormones and transcripts (e.g. by transcriptome analysis) that are present in eggs of different sizes before the onset of embryonic transcription. This requires the analysis of freshly spawned eggs within a few hours after spawning because, for example, in the cichlid fish \( O. \) niloticus, embryonic transcription has been estimated to start within 8 to 12 hours after fertilization [67]). These analyses could be initial steps in exploring which maternal mRNAs and hormones in the egg are potential candidates for transgenerational cues, which upregulate GHR expression in larvae. (ii) Alternatively, yolk quantity itself might have acted as a signal influencing juvenile growth. For example, sea urchins develop more slowly when hatched from experimentally yolk-reduced eggs [68]. To distinguish this possibility from the aforementioned mechanism, an experiment in which yolk is extracted from eggs [69] should be performed. A mechanism by which juveniles can control their growth gene expression independently of maternal cues might allow them to respond more flexibly to environmental conditions which require further adjustment of juvenile growth trajectories. For example, juveniles have been observed to grow slower when food is limited [35] and to grow faster when predation risk is higher [70]. However, a maternal cue might be preferable if mothers have more reliable information about the environment in which their young will grow [55,71]. (iii) Finally, the regulation of GHR gene expression might be an epigenetic effect, where chromosomal regions of offspring are structurally adapted to propagate an altered activity state of the gene, for example through DNA methylation or histone modification [72,73]. One should note that this mechanism could be a consequence of the first two mechanisms: changes in methylation marks might be induced by a maternal signal or by larval sampling of yolk quantity. Thus experiments in which the maternal signals have been identified (e.g. by transcriptome analysis) or in which the yolk amount was manipulated could be followed up by a study which quantifies the methylation of the promoter regions upstream of the GHR gene.

(a) Conclusions
The significance of egg properties and particularly egg size for life-history evolution has been studied extensively. However, the potential influence of egg size on offspring gene expression has been ignored so far. Here, we investigate gene expression patterns in relation to egg size. We detected an enhanced expression of GHR in \( S. \) pleuroplus juveniles originating from smaller eggs, and higher GHR mRNA levels were correlated to faster growth, such that juveniles hatching from small eggs fully compensated for their initial size disadvantage. Hitherto mechanisms of maternal effects have been studied mainly by quantifying deposited and circulating hormone levels in eggs and young. Our results demonstrate the importance of scrutinizing an additional level, the transcription of hormones and particularly their receptors, which ultimately determine tissue sensitivity to secreted hormones. Moreover, our study highlights the ecological and evolutionary significance of differential gene expression in relation to maternal effects.

The experiments carried out for this study conformed to the legal requirements of Switzerland (license number 57/07 and 21/08).
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